Virtual Worlds is a leader in virtual & augmented reality development having the first dedicated virtual reality center in Dubai and the middle east back on 2016
Commercial AR/VR projects:
New Medium

Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed Reality are the new technology mediums that are changing the way we interact with the world but mainly changing the way we perceive and learn. Being aware of this huge potential, we started pushing forward new concept and ideas that will make getting the information intuitive and fun.

Our Experience

Our satisfied customer list is growing day by day (RTA, MAF City Center, Buyer, Gems Education, ADNOC, Dubai municipality, and many more...).
Blending Virtual With Physical

Our apps mix the Virtual with the Physical world in a way that the user will feel and touch what they are experiencing rather than just watching them which enforces the immersion by multiple factors. As a result the brain will receive the information as memory.

Towards 2030 Vision

At Virtual Worlds, we believe that practice is the best way to blend the information into our mind, and that is the reason we decided to develop fun, practical, educational apps for the most important topics that are leading the way to the 2030 Vision set by the rulers of United Arab Emirates.
BRIEFING

- We believe that with our knowledge and experience in this field, will add a unique added-value to your company.
- We develop Virtual and Augmented reality for training and simulations which is becoming a must.
- We develop tailored made apps for your business and help using your time and cost effectively.
- We only deal with the latest hardware available in the market so you can stay assured that your app will not be outdated anytime soon, and it is totally upgradable with future hardware.
- Our development studio started introducing physical experiences that are merged with the virtual for more immersion and better results. Ex: VR bicycle fitness game, Batak game, VR flying carpet and many other ideas.
Industrial automation and remote assistance

Enterprise VR production services cover the development of bespoke AR and VR solutions for remote supervision, object manipulation, and real-time instructions. Our solutions enable enterprises to automate production lines, improve inventory management, and effectively troubleshoot issues in real time.

VR simulations and training

We create immersive Augmented and Virtual Reality solutions for education and experiential training in simulated environments. Our advanced VR and AR simulations enable companies to build real-time learning and educational platforms. Virtual reality improves the efficiency of knowledge sharing and facilitates decision-making processes.

Interactive product presentation

Virtual worlds VR specialists help enterprises reinvent their customer engagement strategies with immersive technologies. We create engaging VR and AR content that brings product presentation to a new level. Our VR experts help companies visualize their latest products in realistic simulated environments.

SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS
Virtual Worlds studios develops and executes AR or VR customized app/game for your company whether for training, product launch and showcase, pop up activation, real estate, exhibitions, etc..

1. AR/VR Content Development
Professional VR and AR content development for training, exhibitions, education, real estate, retail shops, malls, etc..

2. Training and simulation:
we are specialized in training and simulation as this is becoming the main driving force in this field through preparing your employee in a very cost effective and time efficient way.

3. VR Project Design
Our software engineering team and our 3d developers will provide a full customized VR project based on your needs. Having gathered an experience and feedback from thousands of people visiting Virtual worlds venue, you can stay assured that we will provide the most comfortable, nausea-free, fun experience possible.

4. 360 tour and photo production with the latest technology and equipment.

5. Equipment rental for Events
VR equipment's and cubicle rental with dedicated IT staff for all kinds of occasions.
VR physical games with dedicated themes, hardware and equipment.
We will install dedicated hardware for VR apps we develop.
Here is a video link of a game we developed for ENEC
Another Event link related to space for ministry of Emiratisation and Human Resources.
Abu Dhabi boat show fishing game with ADNEC
YouTube channel
Customizing and developing new games that fits holidays and occasions
We will develop exclusive games for the customer with their hardware.
Example games:

1. Flying carpet in VR with real carpet platform to move by leaning your body.
2. Flying a Parachute in VR while hanging with real belts belts and using hands to maneuver the parachute.
3. Rafting in VR while sitting in a real boat and pushing with real paddle in amazon river
4. Wall climbing in VR using real wall but we put the player on mount Everest.
For more info and demos:
Telephone: 043440833 | Mobile: 0585869766
Location: JustPlay.ae Complex, Al Quoz 1, 15A street
Email: info@virtualworlds.ae

www.virtualworlds.ae